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c) Description of the results:

1 Synopsis – the basic idea

The achievement concerns a novel formulation of the topological description of quantum correlations in

planar electron systems exposed to a perpendicular strong magnetic field. An appropriate generalization of

the Feynman path integral and introduction of the cyclotron braid group formalism allowed construction of

a topological theory for FQHE1 which occurred to be consistent with experiments and provided explanation

of some aspect of former phenomenological models of FQHE and their constraints.

1FQHE – fractional quantum Hall effect, IQHE – integral quantum Hall effect
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The fundamental results for the theory developed in the framework of the presented scientific achievement

is an original discovery that the quantum of magnetic field flux depends on trajectory homotopy in the case of

multiply connected2 space 2D with topology modified by external magnetic field. This exact result has been

obtained by the author by a generalization of the Bohr-Sommerfeld rule onto a multiply connected space.

This rule applied to x and y components of the kinematic momentum in 2D at presence of the perpendicular

magnetic field allows for the determination of the flux quantum of this field, i.e., of the minimal size of the

cyclotron orbit. The kinematic momentum components, P̂x = −i~ ∂∂x i P̂y = −i~
∂
∂y −eBx (at Landau gauge)

create the pair of canonically conjugated variables and application to them of the Bohr-Sommerfeld rule

leads to the definition of B field flux quantum, Φk = (2k + 1)he , where k is the number of loops in a braid

(or 2k + 1 is the number of loops of multi-loop cyclotron orbit) in the multiply connected configuration

space of multi-electron system on a plane, and only for k = 0, Φ0 = he . Multi-loop braids are elements of the

full braid group BN for the configuration space of N electrons on a plane3. The group BN is generated by

generators σi – exchanges of neighboring particles, i-th with (i + 1)-th ones. Thus, in this group there are

present the multi-loop elements (braids), σ2k+1i , k = 1, . . . , which are also exchanges of neighboring particles

but with k additional loops. Upon the perpendicular magnetic field all braids must be built of half-parts of

cyclotron trajectories. Hence, these braids have a finite size because in 2D cyclotron orbits are of finite-size

defined by the magnetic field flux quantum (in contrary to 3D where a helical movement of charge along

the magnetic field direction has an arbitrary long range). The braids σi have a range of the cyclotron orbit

Φ0/B, whereas the braids σ2k+1i have (2k+1)-times larger range of the cyclotron orbit Φk/B. In the case of a

complete filling of the lowest Landau level (LLL), N = N0 (where N0 = eBSh is the degeneracy of the LL, N

is the number of electrons, S is the surface-field of a system) gives SN =
h
eB and the braids σi with the range

Φ0/B perfectly fit to interparticle spacing (electrons repulse themselves and keep fixed inter-distances on a

positive homogeneous jellium) and these σi realize neighbor interchanges – then IQHE state is organized,

ν = N
N0
= 1. If, however, the external field increases e.g., three times, then the degeneracy proportional to

the field also increases three times which gives the filling factor ν = 1/3. The braids σi in so strong field are

too short and do not reach neighboring particles, but the larger braids σ3i with the range Φ1/(3B) perfectly

fit now to the electron spacing defined by SN . Thus σ
3
i are now the new generators of exchanges and they

generate a subgroup of the full braid group, which we call as the cyclotron braid subgroup.

Wave functions of multi-particle interacting systems must transform according to a one-dimensional

unitary representation (1DUR) of a braid when arguments of this functions interchanges according to this

particular braid (these arguments correspond to classical positions of particles). For electrons (fermions)

1DUR σi → eiπ, whereas for an exemplary cyclotron subgroup 1DUR σ3i → ei3π, which gives exactly the
Laughlin correlations for FQHE state at ν = 1/3. This simplest example demonstrates what is a true reason

of FQHE formation. The observed ’magic’ hierarchy of LL fillings for FQHE results from the fact that the

number of braid loops must be integer (then σ2k+1i with even exponential is a braid-exchange, thus can be a

generator of a cyclotron subgroup). A collective correlated state (FQHE) arises only if braid-exchanges are

admissible and the quantum statistics can be defined, i.e., when the braids perfectly fit to electron spacing

(taking into account the nearest and next-nearest neighbors and multiloop braids), which leads to step-wise

changing patterns of the commensurability defining discrete homotopy phase and corresponding hierarchy

2A space A is simply connected if its fundamental homotopy group π1(A) = ε (neutral element), i.e., is the trivial group
(all closed trajectories – loops – can be contracted to a point in a simply connected space); a space A is multiply connected if
π1(A) ̸= ε (there exist topologically inequivalent trajectories in such a space).
3BN = π1(Ω), Ω = (MN − ∆)/SN , where π1 is the the first homotopy group (fundamental group), Ω is the configuration

space of N indistinguishable particles on a manifold M (in our case M = R2), ∆ is a subset of diagonal points in N -fold
product MN , removed in order to preserve particle number conservation, and the quotient structure by the permutation group
SN introduces the indistinguishability of identical particles.
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of FQHE.

Braids groups define the domain for integration over trajectories upon the scheme of Feynman path

integral and the introduction of the cyclotron braid subgroups appears to be crucial for quantization in

multiply connected spaces with magnetic field. This specific quantization can be precisely mathematically

incorporated within the formalism of path integrals for many particle systems.

The sketched above scheme of this quantization can be generalized onto the whole scope of the Hall

physics in various materials and explains in an utter manner the hierarchy of FQHE in the LLL and at

fractional fillings of higher LLs, in conventional 2DEG GaAs, graphene monolayer and bilayer and even in the

fractional topological Chern insulators (where magnetic field is replaced by a Berry field), taking into account

also Hall metal states and Hall paired states. The developed topological theory of homotopy for FQHE

explains all details of the fractional hierarchy observed experimentally, defines a method for construction of

related trial wave functions allowing next the activation energy assessment. The latter occurs to be consistent

with the numerical exact diagonalization of interaction on small models and with experimentally measured

activation energies for particular Hall phases. The provided theory is a new explanation of FQHE, explains

also hierarchy states beyond the reach of previous conventional models but being currently observed in

experiments in growing details. The topological theory is able to identify an essence and constraints of former

phenomenological models of FQHE, like composite fermion (CF) model or multi-component state theory

of Halperin4. The topological theory is located within the formalism of Feynman path integral originally

developed onto the case of multiply connected configuration spaces of multiparticle interacting systems with

homotopy modified by a magnetic field (or Berry field). A remarkable result is a theoretical recovery for

the first time of the longitudinal resistivity function, Rxx(ν), in Hall configuration in the LLL of 2DEG

GaAs in consistence with its experimentally observed shape. It has been achieved by a development of the

Feynman integral onto nonstationary states via summation over all competing in energy homotopy phases

distinctly for varying ν. The method occurs also useful for explanation of complicated correlations in twin

Hall systems with precluded or admitted interlayer tunneling of electrons. The detailed description of the

entire achievement is presented below.

2 Detailed description

2.1 Introduction

The scientific achievement entitled ”Topological quantum effects in multiply connected 2D spaces and appli-

cations to Hall physics in 2DEG GaAs and in graphene monolayer and bilayer” embraces 14 publications w

international journals [1–15]5 and one monograph (World Scientific) [16] (averaged IF of [1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 12, 13]

equals to 3.3). Publications presented as the scientific achievement are selected from 29 publications of the

author within this topic [1–29] (24 after PhD). The monograph [16] published in 2012 has developed and

summarized in its part (ca. 50%) the status of the model considered earlier by the author in his PhD thesis

(2011) [18,23,24,26,27] and is a start-point for further development of the theory. The publications included

to the achievement [1–15] are definitely different in their scope, especially concerning graphene, higher LLs

and bilayer Hall systems. The achievement concerns a novel development of homotopy group application in

formalism of Feynman path integral in multiply connected configuration spaces of many interacting charged

particles in 2D exposed to strong magnetic field. We demonstrate that at sufficiently strong magnetic field in

4The crucial fact of the change of the magnetic field flux quantum in multiply connected spaces has been overlooked in
former local non-topological descriptions of FQHE, which had to make use of some artificial objects like CFs, instead.
5In this reference list [8] is added separately for a convenience in citations.
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such systems takes place a specific, different than the conventional one, quantization of magnetic field flux

resulting in quantum homotopy phase transitions. Different homotopy phases define different correlation

patterns induced by Coulomb interaction accommodated to variating quantization conditions. Homotopy

description of planar system behavior appears to be convenient for explanation of some unclear previously

aspects of FQHE in GaAs 2DEG and especially in graphene monolayer and bilayer. In the latter case, the

observed recently (2016 [30]) unconventional FQHE can be just explained by topological model [2], sup-

porting in this way a belief in the central role of the homotopy in organization of correlated states of 2D

electron liquid exposed to a quantizing magnetic field.

The experimental discovery of FQHE by Tsui, Störmer and Gossard in 1982 [31] and defining of an

appropriate multiparticle wave function by Laughlin 1983 [32] were recognized as the one of the most im-

portant accomplishments in condensed matter physics (Nobel prize 1998, Tsui, Störmer, Laughlin), because

after half century since formulation of quantum mechanics it has been encountered a quantum phenomenon

exceeding its accepted framework, which is apparently linked with an unconventional nonlocal topological

character of FQHE. This phenomenon manifests itself by puzzling fractional hierarchy of LL fillings for

FQHE, ν = N
N0
(N number of electrons, N0 degeneracy of LL) with similar as for IQHE Hall resistivity

quantization, Rxy = h/e2ν, and with vanishing longitudinal resistivity Rxx. This hierarchy is surprisingly

universal despite quite different microscopic material realizations of Hall systems (e.g., in GaAs [33] or in

graphene [30, 34, 35], or even in fractional topological Chern insulator without a homogeneous magnetic

field [36–38]), when the common their property is just the similar homotopy of trajectories in appropriate

Feynman integral. Despite many attempts the reason of specific correlations manifesting as FQHE has not

been identified upon the local (non-topological) quantum mechanics. Instead, these correlations have been

phenomenologically described in part in terms of composite fermions (CFs) [39]. CFs utilize a fictitious

auxiliary field, flux quanta of it are assumed to be pinned to electrons and reproduce Laughlin phase corre-

lations due to Aharonov-Bohm-type effect [40,41]. Let us, however, note that the effectiveness of CF model

evidences its implicite topological character. Despite declaration [40], CFs are not quasiparticles, they are

rather nonlocal objects, since both flux quanta ’pinned’ to electrons and Aharonov-Bohm phase shift are

nonlocal notions closely related to trajectories. Pictorial model of CFs occurs usable especially due to a

mapping of fractionally filled LLL states onto higher LLs completely filled in an resultant field diminished

by an averaged field of auxiliary fluxes, which successfully reproduces a main part of FQHE hierarchy in

the LLL [40]. However, there appeared recently many new observations both in GaAs 2DEG [33,42–45] and

mostly in graphene [30, 34, 35, 46, 47] going apparently beyond the explanation ability of the conventional

CF model. Especially controversial in this respect occur Hall experiments in bilayer graphene [30,35,48].

Besides CFs also other models for FQHE phenomenon were formulated, like HH hierarchy (Haldane,

Halperin [49,50]), or multicomponent generalization of Laughlin function (Halperin [51]). The HH hierarchy

(of succeeding generations of anyons) has been early abandoned because of its unrealistic property (too

quickly growth of wave function size for succeeding anyon generations going beyond the size of the system)

[49], whereas the multicomponent Halperin states quite well, though in a selective manner, coincide with

exact diagonalization in small systems on Haldane sphere or torus [52–54], competing with the CF model,

but also not elucidating an essence of FQHE phenomenon. In turn, the demonstration by Haldane [36]

(included in part to his Nobel prize 2016) of the IQHE without Landau levels emphasizes a significance of

formerly noticed topological conditioning of Hall physics [32, 55]. It has been noticed also a typical FQHE

hierarchy in numerical simulations of topological Chern insulators without a magnetic field and LLs, but

at the same fractional fillings of flattened band counted by filling of 2D crystal lattice nodes [37,38], which

strongly emphasizes an universal character of FQHE in various 2D systems.

The main goal of the presented achievement is the formulation of mathematically rigorous topological
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model of 2D multi-electron systems with interaction and controlled by an external quantizing factor, which

allows for clarifying FQHE hierarchy and its universal character in agreement with experimental observations

in various materials listed above.

The topological formulation [1,2,5,8,16] solves the essential problem in Hall physics – the manifestation

of the same hierarchy of FQHE despite significant differences between various systems (GaAs, graphene and

other). The reason of this experimental fact is hidden and was not identified within local approaches, as e.g.,

in exact diagonalizations of interaction. The misleading conclusion frequently formulated was that the single

particle LL states decide on hierarchy resulted from the exact diagonalization of interaction, because these

states span the basis in the Hilbert space for the algebraic diagonalization. The reason of fractional hierarchy

is another one, actually. We concluded that the decisive factor is a commensurability of cyclotron orbits with

particle separation kept fixed by interaction – this is implicitly involved also in numerical diagonalization

of the interaction – the number of electrons is rigidly fixed (at most 20 because of numerical efficiency

limit [52–54, 56]) similarly as the system surface also rigidly fixed, whereas B field value and LL number

define cyclotron orbit size. The hierarchy is selected independently of single-particle Landau state shapes.

The latter decide only on the energy gap value (activation energy for states selected by the commensurability

condition). This is better visible in Feynman path integral approach, because the commensurability enters the

integral explicitly with summation over homotopy classes. The latter is apparently conditioned by Coulomb

interaction of electrons as the commensurability concerns only interacting systems. The interaction enters

also the path integral via another channel – via Lagrangian in exponential with the action. This channel

is ’equivalent’ to ’net’ diagonalization of interaction but the first one is crucial for FQHE hierarchy. In the

exact diagonalization6 both channels for interaction are also present, though the first one is hidden (enters

the numerical calculus implicitly), which causes a misinterpretation in the literature regarding the actual

conditioning of the fractional hierarchy [53,54].

Fig. 1: Figuratively marked two channels for the entering of electron interaction in the Feynman path integral

for Hall system (λl denotes a trajectory linking initial, z1, . . . , zN at t, and final, z′1, . . . , z
′
N at t

′, points in

the configuration space of N indistinguishable particles in l-th sector of the domain with local path measure

dλl, π1 is the braid group enumerating sectors in the path domain, eiαl is the one-dimensional unitary

representation of the braid group, S[λl] is the classical action functional, L is the classical Lagrangian, Ĥ is

the quantum Hamiltonian.

2.2 The rules of the proposed topological model

A start point for the topological model is the fundamental homotopy group π1(A) [16, 57, 58], which is a
collection of disjoint loop classes in the space A, which cannot be transformed one into another one by a
continuous deformation. For A being the configuration space of N indistinguishable particles on a plane,
π1 is an infinite countable group called as the full braid group BN (Artin group) [57], quite different than

π1 for the configuration of N indistinguishable particles in 3D space (or in higher dimensions), where π1 is

finite permutation group SN . This exceptional rich structure of trajectory homotopies in 2D (on plane, and

6Exact diagonalization in Hall systems [53, 54] consists in diagonalization of the matrix of interaction in the basis of anti-
symmetrized products of single-particle Landau states taken from selected LL; this is a standardized numerical procedure, cf.
e.g., the library of codes http://www.nick-ux.org/diagham/index.php?LG=en.
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also on locally 2D manifolds, like sphere or torus [16,59]) stands behind the exotic Hall physics in 2D.

Trajectories of many particles on a plane entangle together creating braids (hence the name of group)

in a manner non-encountered in higher dimensions and it concerns also closed loops in the configuration

space of indistinguishable particles building π1 [16, 57, 60]. Loops correspond here with exchanges – the

transformations of the whole system when initial and final points differ only via renumeration of particle

indices. More formally [16, 57, 58]), BN = π1(Ω), where Ω = (MN −∆)/SN is the configuration space of N
indistinguishable particles on a manifold M (here M = R2), ∆ is the set of diagonal points in the product

MN , subtracted to ensure particle number conservation, the division by SN (permutation group) ensures

indistinguishability of particles [16,61]. Multiparticle wave function of the whole system, Ψ(z1, . . . , zN ), must

transform according to one-dimensional unitary representation (1DUR) of BN element if arguments of this

function mutually exchanges according to this element – a particular braid [60,62–64]. In the wave function

Ψ(z1, . . . , zN ), zi = xi+iyi is the position of i-th particle represented on the complex plane. These arguments

are classical positions of particles. While in 3D exchanges of particles correspond only to permutations of

indices, in 2D exchanges depend also of trajectories expressed by braids. Always important are 1DURs of

particular braids, which determine quantum statistics. Various statistics are as many as different 1DURs

exist [63, 64]. In 3D the permutation group being the braid group in 3D has only two different 1DURs

corresponding to bosons and fermions. In 2D there exist infinite number of 1DURs defining anyons [55,63].

It was known previously [55,60,62,63] but not exhausted a plethora of homotopy of 2D interacting electrons

especially in the presence of a strong quantizing magnetic field, as presented in the achievement.

2.3 Cyclotron braid subgroups

An essential result of the author is a discovery that in the case of quantizing magnetic fields perpendicular

to the plane with interacting electrons, the full braid group must be substituted by its subgroup, if cyclotron

orbits are shorter than the interparticle separation kept fixed by Coulomb electron repulsion (classical

electrons create a triangle Wigner net at T = 0 K, it is an energy lowest classical state of electrons on a

positive 2D jellium). At magnetic field presence braids must be built from half-pieces of cyclotron orbits –

non other trajectory exist [7,16,18,23,27]. In 2D cyclotron orbits are of finite size (in contrary to 3D where

cyclotron orbits can be arbitrary long due to a helical movement). Thus 2D braids are also confined in size and

cannot match neighboring particles if field is too strong [1,16]. When braids cannot be defined (implemented)

then the statistics cannot be determined – it is blocked by the homotopy constraint. Too short braids must be

removed from the braid group. In 2D it occurs, however, an exceptional opportunity – multiloop trajectories

have a larger size. This fact has been proved by the author [1, 7]. Multiloop braids are present in the full

braid group because of its algebraic structure. The full braid group is generated by the generators σi, i.e.,

elementary exchanges of neighboring particles i-th with (i + 1)-th ones without any additional loops. The

full braid group elements, σ2k+1i , are also exchanges but with additional k loops [8,16,27]. These braids are

larger, they take a role of elementary exchanges at strong enough magnetic field, and generate a subgroup

of the former full braid group. This subgroup we call as the cyclotron braid subgroup [7,8,16]. Its elements

are multiloop braids, which:

1. match electrons too distant for ordinary loop-less braids,

2. have 1DURs exactly as needed to explain exotic Laughlin correlations.

The property 1. follows from the geometry 2D, when the flux of external magnetic field must be divi-

ded/distributed among all loops of the multiloop cyclotron orbit (half-piece of cyclotron orbit defines a

braid, thus for k loops in the braid we deal with 2k + 1 loops in the corresponding cyclotron orbit). In 2D

all loops share a common surface which results in division of an external flux into pieces, quite opposite to
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3D where each loop has its own surface and adds to the total flux. This causes an increase of the multi-loop

orbit size in 2D [1, 8, 16]. This fact has been proved by the author via formal generalization of the Bohr-

Sommerfeld rule onto the case of multiply connected space [1]. According to this proof it has been shown

that x, y components of the kinematic momentum at z oriented magnetic field are canonically conjugated

variables for which Bohr-Sommerfeld rule defines the magnetic field flux quantum. In multiply-connected

space this flux quantum is (2k + 1)he , where k is the number of loops in the braid (or 2k + 1 is the number

of loops in cyclotron orbit [8, 16,27]). The orbit size is equal to (2k + 1) heB – is greater than
h
eB .

The property 2. follows from the form of the 1DUR for a cyclotron subgroup [9,16,23]: σ2k+1l → ei(2k+1)π

when we have chosen σl → eiπ, tj. α = π as for ordinary fermions from the general 1DUR, eiα (i.e.,
α = π). In this way we get Laughlin phase shift (2k+1)π acquired by the Laughlin function when particles

interchange. We have thus shown that CFs represent only pictorially, by means of fictitious field flux quanta

attached to electrons, additional cyclotron (braid) loops – one additional loop per one flux quantum attached.

The Laughlin phase is naturally given by 1DUR of the cyclotron subgroup without any need to invoke to

Aharonov-Bohm effect7.
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Fig. 2: Examples for attachment of various braids to multiparticle trajectories – braids are nonhomotopic,

thus the domain of the path integral decomposes into disjoint homotopy–inequivalent sectors

2.4 Location of cyclotron braid subgroups within formalism of Feynman path integral

The presented cyclotron braid theory has a rigorous formal character in mathematical homotopy terms of

π1 group [58]. This approach invokes to Feynman path integrals [65, 66] if applied to quantum description

of multi-particle system with interaction. Feynman integral defines the propagator, i.e., the complex matrix

element of the evolution operator in the position representation (Fig. 1). The path integral over all classical

trajectories must be supplemented (in the case of a multiply connected configuration space [58], for π1 ̸= ε)
with additional summation over the braid group, because to each open trajectory in path integral can

be attached a braid loop in any point (Fig. 2) which causes the decomposition of the full path domain

into nonhomotopic sectors. Because of the discontinuity between sectors it is impossible to define the path

measure over the whole domain but it can be done only separately on disjoint sectors [1,7,8]. Path integral

acquires thus the additional summation over braid group with unitary (owing to causality) weights. It has

been shown that these weights form 1DURs of the braid group [64]. In the case of 2D electrons upon the

strong magnetic field the proper braid group is the cyclotron braid subgroup [1, 6, 14, 16, 26]. The 1DURs

defines quantum statistics [55,60,64], including those for fractional LL fillings corresponding to FQHE. The

latter states are possible only when multiloop orbits (braids) reach neighboring particles (including nearest

and next-nearest neighbors) – this happens exclusively at discrete ’magic’ fractional values of LL fillings

7It is clear that auxiliary flux quanta cannot be literally pinned to electrons because fluxes are quasiclassical or classical
objects unavoidably related with trajectories – for flux quanta still with finite trajectory size, either with infinite non-realistic
field. Thus the treatment of CFs as quasiparticles [40] is only pictorial.
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ν = N
N0
(N number of particles, N0 = BSeh degeneracy of LL), because of commensurability restrictions

8.

Due to these restrictions it arises a specific fractional structure of fillings – the hierarchy of FQHE (observed

in ca. 150 details in conventional 2DEG GaAs and in graphene). The prerequisite for the commensurability

is the interaction and related correlations can be organized only in interacting multi-particle systems. The

structure of this commensurability (detailed in series of author papers [2,5–9,11–16,27]) is perfectly consistent

with experimentally observed FQHE hierarchy including also those out of reach of conventional CF model

but visible in experiments. The commensurability may concern nearest or next-nearest neighbors. We have

proved that commensurabilities with next-nearest neighbors (for multiloop as well as for single-loop cyclotron

orbits) cannot be accounted for in a conventional CF model.
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Fig. 3: Comparison of experimentally observed FQHE hierarchy in LLL (GaAs) with the general braid

group hierarchy ν = xy
(q−1)y±x , CF hierarchy ν =

y
(q−1)y±1 , indicated by red frame (bottom), rations marked

with red color correspond to so-called enigmatic states not present in CF hierarchy (Hall metal in w 1/2 is

marked) [1, 8]

The discrete fractional hierarchy resulted from the braid commensurability resembles to some extent

also fractal dispersion of Landau levels in 2D crystal (considered in 60. by Azbel [67] and illustrated next

graphically as the Hofstadter butterfly [68]), which displayed the commensurability of cyclotron Landau

orbits with elementary crystal cell size. In the case of FQHE the commensurability of cyclotron Landau

orbits refers to the Wigner crystal of electrons themselves. The scale of this lattice is given by the magnetic

length lB =
√

~
eB . For B corresponding to ν = 1 in GaAs, lB ≃ 10 nm, and is ca. two orders larger than the

scale of ordinary crystal, hence the cyclotron commensurability in Wigner crystal manifests itself via FQHE

at field of order of 20 T, whereas observation of the Hofstadter butterfly required unrealistic field ∼ 105 T, at
lattice constant ∼ 0.2 nm. Moreover it should be emphasized that the hierarchy of Hofstadter-Azbel had not
a physical foundations related to the commensurability which was there rather abstract. In the case of FQHE

this insufficiency is filled with the multiloop homotopy trajectory structure defining simultaneously quantum

statistics via 1DURs of cyclotron braid subgroups. Moreover, the fractal structure of Landau sublevels in

the case of Hofstadter butterfly is a single-particle effect9, whereas cyclotron braid commensurability is an

collective phenomenon with the essential role of interaction (the Wigner crystal of electrons arises only

due to electron repulsion). Multiloop braid is also a notion beyond Hofstadter-Azbel illustration. Thus
8The degeneracy of LLs is here an important factor because perfectly flattened band guaranties homogeneity of cyclotron

orbits conditioning the commensurability. This condition is fulfilled in 2DEG GaAs and in graphene monolayer or bilayer,
because the LL degeneracy is originated by ladder operators of oscillator [16] independently of different crystal field in various
materials (for a Chern insulator with flattened band the degeneracy is equal to number of elementary cells).
9For commensurability of Hofstadter-Azbel [67, 68] it has been considered an abstract comparison of cyclotron orbit and

elementary cell sizes – both characteristics are single-particle without any influence of the interaction.
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the relation of it with homotopy cyclotron theory is rather indirect only via emphasizing the general role

of the commensurability (e.g., the considered fractal structure of the Hofstadter butterfly for irrational

commensurability ratio [68] has any counterpart in always countable cyclotron braid commensurability).

2.5 Symmetry of multiparticle quantum states according to cyclotron braid model,
trial wave functions and their energy

out of convential CF model
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Fig. 4: Few examples of cyclotron braid generators [8] (including enigmatic states, the latter are fixed with

color on the experimental longitudinal resistivity Rxx [33]); similar depth of local minima on the Rxx(ν)

curve was also explained by the braid model [1, 8]

Unitary representation (1DUR) of a cyclotron braid subgroup is governed by the commensurability

pattern defining generators of this subgroup. When a specific filling factor, ν = N
N0
, (N0 = BSeh , S and N are

kept constant and only field B variates) admits some commensurability scheme (i.e., this factor ν belongs to

the FQHE hierarchy), then one can identify the form of generators (elementary exchanges of particles), which

next defines 1DUR on these generators (taking into account that for original electrons 1DUR σi → eiπ). The
deciding factor is the number of loops in a particular cyclotron braid subgroup generator, which typically

gives 1DUR ei(2k+1)π or ei(2k−1)π (the latter for the commensurability pattern with the last loop inverted,

i.e., of eight-figure form). The specific form of the commensurability defines, however, also properties of

all loops in a multiloop structure and reflexes the range of each loop including next-nearest neighbors

(y  x  1 in the general braid group hierarchy in the LLL, ν = yx
(q−1)y±x , q = 2k + 1). This corresponds to

decomposition of all electrons into subsets of next-nearest neighbors of order of x and y (taking into account

that each particle has neighbors of an arbitrary order, in thermodynamic limit) and induces the related form

of a generalized multicomponent Laughlin function. We note that exchanges are confined to these subsets

preserving cyclotron 1DUR symmetry, whereas intergroup exchanges are not admitted. This causes an

interesting property of partial infringement of the function antisymmetry on specific subsets of next-nearest

neighbors. We must remember that a cyclotron group and its unitary representation define the specific

quantum statistics, and we have found that for original fermions, cyclotron braids repeat antisymmetry

though not for all electron exchanges but only for those in the subsets defined by a specific commensurability

pattern10. Generators and their 1DURs allow thus for the modeling of corresponding multiparticle wave

functions. In the LLL the symmetry properties allow for unique definition of the polynomial part of a wave

function obligatory holomorphic in n = 0 LL [52]. The method agrees on the family of Laughlin functions

and allows for further generalization. Trial wave functions constructed for filling factors corresponding to

10For many ν none commensurability is admitted, whereas FQHE occurs only at discrete ’magic’ hierarchy of fillings.
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commensurability patterns allow next for assessment of the related energy of correlated states by utilization

of Metropolis Monte Carlo method [69, 70]. The calculated energies [1, 2, 13, 15] for various filling rates and

for relatively large number of electrons (up to 600) very well agree with exact diagonalization of interaction

in small models and with experimentally measured activation energy (some examples are shown in Table 1).

q x y hierarchy fraction, ν =
N/N0 =

yx
(q−1)y±x

energy from Monte Carlo
simulation for functions
given by braid model

energy from exact diago-
nalization

3 1 2 2·1
(3−1)·2+1 =

2
5 −0.432677 −0, 432804

3 1 3 3·1
(3−1)·3+1 =

3
7 −0.441974 −0, 442281

3 1 4 4·1
(3−1)·4+1 =

4
9 −0.446474 −0, 447442

3 1 5 5·1
(3−1)·5+1 =

5
11 −0.451056 −0, 450797

5 1 2 2·1
(5−1)·2+1 =

2
9 −0.342379 −0, 342742

5 1 3 3·1
(5−1)·3+1 =

3
13 −0.348134 −0, 348349

5 1 4 4·1
(5−1)·4+1 =

4
17 −0.351857 −0, 351189

Table 1: Comparison of energy values obtained by exact diagonalization and by Monte Carlo simulation for

some exemplary filling fractions for FQHE (Monte Carlo Metropolis simulation for proposed topology based

wave functions, for 200 particles) [1, 8]

2.6 Explanation of enigmatic hierarchy of FQHE in the LLL out of conventional CF
hierarchy; limits of CF model applicability

The developed topological braid group approach to FQHE seems to be universal and can be applied to

various materials, in the LLL and in higher LLs (in higher LLs experimental observations reveal the FQHE

which do not repeat a pattern from the LLL [42] because in higher LLs commensurate orbits are typically

single-loop [11] not present in the LLL, out of reach for CF model, but still handled in braid terms).

The author proved that so-called Jain hierarchy of CFs in the LLL, ν = y
(q−1)y±1 , where y = 1, 2, . . .

and q – an odd integer [40], corresponds to the braid model commensurability of multiloop orbits only for

nearest neighbors, i.e., it corresponds to the general braid hierarchy [1, 8, 15], ν = yx
(q−1)y±x , taken for x = 1

(which means the commensurability correlation of only nearest neighbors for q − 1 first loops of q-loop
cyclotron orbit). However, the large number of FQHE fillings experimentally observed [33, 71] is placed

out the Jain hierarchy, e.g., ν = 38 ,
3
10 ,
4
11 ,
5
13 ,
7
11 ,
6
17 ,
4
13 ,
5
17 , . . . . These fractions are called in the literature

as enigmatic hierarchy and this hierarchy in a direct way results from commensurability braid conditions

with next-nearest neighbors (x > 1), not accounted for by CFs. Though, there are proposed generalizations

of CF model toward ’interacting CFs’, when the next generation of CFs is constructed due to once more

attachment of flux quanta to already dressed with flux quanta lower generation CFs, but such an approach

needs new phenomenological assumptions. Arising of the needed here strong ’residual interaction of CFs’ in

a step-wise way due to a tiny change of the filling factor seems to be not justified physically, and is rather

a next speculative auxiliary/artificial assumption (this residual interaction is not microscopically explained

and it exceeds even the original Coulomb interaction strength) [72]. This approach encounters problems

with justification why these next generation CF interaction would occur suddenly for CFs already dressed

with Coulomb interaction [39,40] and originally considered as quasiparticles11.

11Quasiparticles are defined as poles of the single-particle retarded Green function (as in a model case of Landau quasiparticles
in metal [73]), which needs continuity of the mass operator near the Fermi surface [73] – this requirement in 2D Hall systems
seems to be problematic because of the discontinuity of the mass operator induced by the interaction (discontinuity with respect
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Nevertheless, the predictions of the topological braid model agree in a natural way with observations

also of enigmatic hierarchy [1,8,15], and the step-wise changes of the commensurability is a natural related

property needfully discrete one (it follows thus, that CFs may be treated as an effective model of multiloop

braids but only for commensurability of nearest neighbors, i.e., when x = 1 in the above formula). Good

agreement of energy of trial wave functions in CF model with exact diagonalization is linked with its

equivalence to the braid model at x = 1 and with a semi-empirical variational method to optimize energy via

choice of the scheme of projection form higher LLs onto the LLL, essential in Jain method [40] and necessary

to obtain a required holomorphic function in the LLL from a nonholomorphic one in higher LLs. This

projection is not uniquely defined and usually does not conserve symmetry in contrary to mathematically

rigorous form of generators of cyclotron braid subgroups defining this symmetry12. The variational energy

may closely approach the exact one, but an uncontrolled procedure of the projection onto LLL perturbs

symmetry and correlations, which can be visualized by drawing Pauli crystal portraits for correlations defined

by various trial wave functions [13]. The virtual Pauli crystal displays a ’detailed distribution’ of particles

according a given trial wave function. The numerical method (of Metropolis Monte-Carlo-type) determines

the most probable position configuration in 2, 3, 4, 5, . . . electron clusters in a strongly correlated multi-

particle system [13,15] and pictorially reveals differences between topological approach and CF projections

onto LLL perturbing the exact symmetry required by 1DURs of cyclotron braid generators. It may be

added that the correlation visualization by a virtual Pauli crystal corresponds to a detailed equilibrium in

thermodynamics, where various particular distributions are equivalent, though are characteristic to a type of

correlation under consideration. The Pauli crystal is only virtual one and does not display any local crystal

ordering but may be helpful in visualization of correlations13, which was illustrated in the author paper [13].

2.7 Structure of single-loop FQHE states in higher LLs

In higher LLs a more complicated braid commensurability patterns exist in comparison to the LLL and

this fact meets with experiments and allows for explanation of FQHE hierarchy quite different in higher

LLs than in the LLL, observed in GaAs [42] and in w graphene [30, 34]. The reason of this oddness is that

single-loop cyclotron orbits are always shorter than particle separation only in the LLL, but in higher LLs

cyclotron orbits are larger for lower magnetic field and for larger kinetical energy, (2n + 1)~ωB2 , for n > 0.

The cyclotron orbits and braids built from their half-pieces are in higher LLs usually longer than particle

separation quite opposite to the LLL (with exception to fillings close to LL band edges, with small occupation

there and larger dilution of particles). The topological braid model solves this problem – now of too long

cyclotron orbits – by commensurability of single-loop long orbits with next-nearest neighbors, which leads to

a hierarchy fully consistent with experimental observations in higher LLs. The CF model is here unusable,

because this model utilized flux quanta pinned to electrons which mimics multiloop orbits with larger size

– this is not needed in higher LLs, where even single-loop orbits are typically too long. In higher LLs the

single-loop orbits matching next neighbors define FQHE and this new class of FQHE correlations proposed

originally by the author [11] has been identified in higher LLs both in 2DEG GaAS and in graphene [2,5,8]

in complete consistence with experiment (it is an important and new component of the presented scientific

to angular momentum, named by Laughlin as the electron spacing quantization [32].
12Higher LLs in construction of CF wave functions indicate implicitly correlations with next neighbors, typical for higher LLs,
but in CF method only by last loop (to which is referred y in the above formulae) whereas the former q − 1 loops are blocked
on the nearest neighbors by the condition x = 1, which strongly confines the CF model.
13It is defined according to a trial multiparticle wave function via searching of the most probable position (a center of local
maximum) of n-th particle upon the former positioning in a similar way of n−1 particle in a cluster (starting from an arbitrary
position of the first one.
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achievement – for the first time derivation of the FQHE hierarchy in higher LLs).

By application of the braid commensurability in higher LLs we identify a hierarchy of single-loop FQHE

states [11] not existing in the LLL. This is because of larger size of cyclotron orbits for n > 0 in comparison

to n = 0. Nevertheless, in higher LLs close to the band edges, where the diluted carries (electrons in this

LL band or symmetrically, Landau holes) can be distributed even more distantly than the large cyclotron

orbits. In these sectors of Landau bands multiloop orbit again will be convenient to match neighbors, which

means that the multiloop FQHE in higher LLs is pushed toward band edges the stronger the higher LL

index n is [6,7]. These families of states thronging in close vicinity of integer filling ratios are overshadowed

by IQHE-reentrant [7].

Introduced by the author [11] the new concept of single-loop FQHE states for LL index n > 0 successfully

explains experimental observation of series of states with denominator 3 (occurring as doublets ν = α +
1
3 , α +

2
3 , α = 3, 4) for LL subbands with n = 1 and series with denominators 5 (four symmetrically

located, ν = α + 15 , α +
2
5 , α +

3
5 , α +

4
5 , α = 5, 6) in subbands with n = 2 in 2DEG GaAs (enumeration

α distinguishes spin subbands) [42]. The new FQHE correlated states defined by the commensurability of

single-loop orbits with next-nearest electrons are similar to those at IQHE but here at fractional fillings

in higher LLs 14 and with fractional quantization of Hall resistivity, Rxy = h
e2ν similarly as for multiloop

FQHE states. The identified single-loop complexes of states are distinctly visible in the experiment, Fig. 5

(they are not connected with CFs). Moreover, in the center of the single-loop FQHE complexes there are

located states at fillings ν = 52 ,
7
2 ,
9
2 ,
11
2 , . . . (Fig. 5), which according to the braid model are correlated states

of electron pairs (in agreement with observations and numerical simulations for Pfaffian [56]), but not at

ν = 12 ,
3
2 (in two spin subbands of the LLL), at which the braid model predicts the Hall metal [6, 7] also in

consistence with experiment15.

With growing Landau index n the structure of single-loop complexes of fillings also expands as 2n

symmetrically located FQHE states at fractions with denominators 2n+ 1 around centrally-in-band placed

paired state16. Such a structure perfectly repeated in succeeding subbands for n > 0 is indeed observed

experimentally up to n = 2 [42] – Fig. 5. For higher n the braid model predicts smaller and smaller activation

energy of correlated states because of lowering number of electrons participating in these correlations in

consecutive subbands (the rest of electrons completely fills the lower subbands) – these lowering correlation

energy is more and more easily overcome by the thermal chaos (even in mK scale FQHE states for n > 2

are not visible [42, 56]). One can add, that multiloop FQHE states for n > 0 pushed to vicinity of subband

edges [7] are also invisible as obscured by the wide IQHE-reentrant17, what is noticeable in Fig. 5.

The cyclotron braid group model allows for identification of a complete hierarchy of Hall metal by taking

the limit to infinity of the last loop size in any family of FQHE hierarchy (e.g., the limit y → ∞ in above
written out braid hierarchy in the LLL). The Hall metal occurs thus (in accordance with this limit in two

14These states are as stable as IQHE states [34], which supports the single-loop its character similar as of IQHE states.
15Paired states correspond to the situation when too short spacing between particles are enhancing by particle pairing
(reducing their number twice). Cyclotron orbits for pair are of the same size as for single particle, because ~ωB = ~eB

m
= ~2eB

2m .
For twice lower concentration of pairs the commensurability gives fractions ν = 52 ,

7
2 ,
9
2 ,
11
2 , · · · . In is clear that pairing is allowed

only for n > 0 when cyclotron orbits are larger than particle separation. Hence, for fractions ν = 1
2 ,
3
2 occur not paired states

but the Hall metal, the later corresponding to the limit v →∞ in the general braid hierarchy.
16In the simplest case of Landau spin subbands the state of pairs should be triplet polarized along the field (resembling d
phase of superfluid He3), which agrees with numerical simulation by Morf [56].
17The states IQHE-reentrant are characterized by the same Rxy quantization and vanishing of Rxx as for an integer ν but
for different nominal filling rate in a continuous region around the nearest integer ν, symmetrically in both sides with respect
to it (ranging even 20% deviation in nominal filling – Fig. 5). This phenomenon is caused by striping of a sample (or bubble
creation) up to integer filing of stripes in which correlation energy prevails over electrostatic energy cost due to striping of
electron distribution on the substrate uniform jellium.
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Fig. 5: Visible in experiment [42] single-loop FQHE state for Landau index n = 1 i n = 2 (N in fig.) (in GaAs)

– indicated in red color; blue ones – 4/3, 5/3 are three-loop FQHE in LLL at n = 0; ν = 5/2, 7/2, 9/2, 11/2

are paired states, but at 3/2 is the Hall metal; by the green color are marked a few FQHE from multiloop

series pushed toward band edges at n > 0 and obscured by IQHE-reentrant in vicinity of integer fillings [7,11]

first LL spin subbands in the center of this subbands (1/2 and 3/2), whereas it avoids central position in

higher LL subbands (for n > 0, because in these subbands central their parts are occupied by single-loop

FQHE states and connected with them paired states at half filling, in the subbands with n > 0 the Hall metal

is pushed toward subband edges together with multiloop FQHE hierarchy the stronger-pushed the higher

index n is). In the LLL the complete hierarchy of Hall metal is given by νHm = limy→∞
xy

(q−1)y±x =
x
q−1 .

This hierarchy generalizes the CF hierarchy of Hall metal in the LLL, limy→∞
y

(q−1)y±1 =
1
q−1 , because CFs

do not account all hierarchy families with x > 1 (of next-nearest neighbor contribution). It is noticeable

that according to the braid model, Hall metal can occur (unexpectedly for CFs) also at odd denominator

fractions (e.g., for x > 1 being an even number, e.g., 2, and then being the divider of q − 1 – always even
number). Author described (for the first time) the complete hierarchy of Hall metal in GaAs and in graphene

in the LLL and in higher LLs [2, 5, 8, 11] (in GaAs and in graphene).

In the next paper [10] it has been shown that the unavoidable condition for organization of FQHE

correlations in any material is a sufficiently long mean free path of carriers, exceeding the size of a sample.

Mobility proportional to the mean free path must be thus of order of 106 cm2/Vs for micrometer size of

samples, which agrees with experiments. Especially important experimental demonstration [74] of the role

of mean free path constraint is an experiment with annealing of the suspended graphene scraping (by short

impulse of large current, removing impurities). The originally insulating sample after annealing became Hall

correlated (FQHE at 1/3). This astonishing experiment can be explained by the cyclotron braid model18.

The sufficiently long mean free path is necessary for possibility of realization of long range braids in the

cyclotron braid subgroup, which requires mobilities with mean free path exceeding the sample size [10,16].

Note that braids and homotopy groups are purely classical notions and do not refer directly to quan-

tum without-trajectory-dynamics. Topological classical archetype of the quantum system may or may not

preclude some its real behavior, as e.g., in the case of 2D electrons in so strong field that classical cyclotron

orbits are too short in comparison to electron separation. The similar situation concerns too small mean

18An annealing removes imperfections in the system and enhances mobility of electrons but does not change electron interaction
– according CFs it should not change the stability of FQHE, in apparent contrast with the experiment [74].
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free path precluding possibility of realization of large-distance braids. Both small or large braids are not

quantum circumstances as are not quantum objects – braids are purely classical, but possibility or not of

their organization precludes or admits corresponding quantum behavior. This illustrates an action of the

topology in a quantum system. This action is not a direct one but reveals via conditioning premises only.

Nevertheless, this indirect topological conditioning of quantum behavior via premises only is strong and de-

ciding on experimental its manifestations (like Pauli principle for example). Illustrative is here the example

with topological requirement of mean free path exceeding the sample size. Surprisingly, the larger range

braids highly exceeding the system size (such braids also are present in any braid group) do not impose any

additional constraint on the system, because such long braids never concern the finite quantum system and

discussion of possibility of their realization is without any influence on real quantum system behavior (in

opposition to braids lower than the system size). The similar character has also decision on applicability

or not of perfectly 2D approach to actually 3D systems – again, it is important whether the real quantum

system admit some topological premises or not. In this case such a premise is the large difference in energy

of excitations for carriers in direction z in comparison to directions in-plane x, y, despite the 3D actual

thickness of the quantum system. This illustrates the way of how the topology meets the quantum reality,

the latter next accessible only via measurements. The channel of this implicit link topology-quantumness is

the Feynman path integral. The presented achievement originally reveals this picture and illustrates it.

With the braid model there agrees also an observed stability of FQHE phase despite lowering electron

interaction. This is visible in graphene (in fan diagrams) when reducing magnetic field and simultaneously

the electron concentration in such a way that ν remains constant [2, 6, 34]. From the point of view of braid

approach, at lower field cyclotron orbits are larger and fit to larger interparticle separation in more diluted

electron liquid19. In CF model it is asserting a different role of the interaction, as a dress of electrons

making them CFs, thus in CF terms, the stability of FQHE should diminish when the interaction weakened

by dilution of electrons, which is, however, not observed [34]. We propose here an additional illustrating

experiment, FQHE observation in dielectric surroundings (gaseous, liquid or solid) increasing an effective

dielectric permittivity in Hall layer and reducing in this way electron-electron interaction. Observation of

induced changes or not in FQHE stability (activation energy from Arrhenius plots of resistivity) might shed

light on the true role of interaction (for graphene are accessible commensurate substrates with enormous

high permittivity [75]). Another possible experiment might be [16] an experimental verification of cyclotron

commensurability when passing ν = 1/2, at which the cyclotron braid model forecasts reorientation for an

inverse one (of eight-figure shape) of the last loop in the multiloop cyclotron orbit, upon development of

previous experiments confirming cyclotron type of ballistic electron movement [16].

2.8 Application of the braid model to graphene monolayer

Utility of the braid model of FQHE and of cyclotron commensurability convincingly manifest themselves

in interpretations of new experimental observations of FQHE [34] in higher LLs of monolayer graphene in

subbands with n = 1 (up to sixth subband, taking into account spin-valley SU(4) degeneracy) and completely

unclear and controversial observations of FQHE in bilayer graphene in eight consecutive subbands [30,35,48].

In the graphene case one must take into account and odd structure (pseudo-relativistic) of Landau levels

resulting from specific band structure of graphene (an existence of Dirac cones in two inequivalent corners of

hexagonal Brillouin zone). The SU(4) structure of spin-valley degeneracy in monolayer graphene and various

schemes of its removal well model anomalous pseudo-relativistic IQHE [76] and allow for a development of

19In graphene one can change carrier concentration by a shift of the Fermi level in vicinity of Dirac points using a lateral
voltage.
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cyclotron braid theory of FQHE in this material.

Braid groups reflect topology of trajectories and not their dynamical particularities20, hence, trajectory

homotopy classes are governed in graphene by a bare kinetical energy the same as in conventional GaAs

(with the same massive degeneracy in each subband despite the different crystal field)21. The braid FQHE

hierarchy is modified in graphene by ordering of spin-valley subbands (four in each LL in monolayer graphene)

and by a mirror-symmetry between valence and conduction bands with respect to the zero energy Dirac

point. Simultaneously — what is most important – the same massive degeneracy is kept in each subband

(the same as in GaAs). Agreement of braid group predictions with an experiment is convincing [34] – we

have rederived one-to-one all observed in the experiment FQHE hierarchy details for n = 1 [2, 5, 6, 8, 9] –

Fig. 6.

An interesting phenomenon is the absence in the experiment (as far as of yet) of enigmatic hierarchy

series in the LLL of monolayer graphene, i.e, FQHE states at ν = 38 ,
3
10 ,
4
11 ,
5
13 ,
5
17 ,
6
17 ,
7
11 ,
4
13 , . . . (perhaps the

temperature should be more lowered to overcome the chaos). Astonishing is, however, an occurrence of similar

series in the next four subbands (with n = 1) in monolayer graphene (visible at T ≃ 50 mK) [2, 6, 7, 34] (in
graphene the details in higher LLs are better visible in experiment [30], which is not satisfactorily explained

as of yet).

In monolayer graphene in subbands with n = 1 there are sharply visible doublets with denominator

3 [34, 78] – they are not CFs, but they are single-loop FQHE states (identified by us earlier for n = 1 in

GaAs [11]) with commensurability of nearest and next-nearest neighbors in each doublet. Intensity of corre-

lation manifestation diminishes with lowering number of electrons participating in correlations with growing

number of subband, reducing the energy gain, which is visible in experiment with monolayer graphene (for

n = 1 there are here 4 subbands and in the fourth one a signal is too small to be visible) [34] – this agrees

with the braid model [2, 6]. The single-loop FQHE for n = 1 in graphene seems to be confirmed by strong

its stability, similar as for also single-loop IQHE [2,6, 34].

2.9 Explanation of an anomalous FQHE in bilayer graphene

The most important success of application of the cyclotron braid model is explanation of controversial

observations of unconventional FQHE in bilayer graphene, completely different than in monolayer graphene

[30, 35] (and not consistent with CF model). Recently there were observed ca. 30 FQHE features in the

bilayer graphene in its subbands with n = 2 (with unprecedented accuracy and range up to eighth LL

subband). The reason of the unconventional FQHE in bilayer graphene (even in its LLL) is the non-ideal

two-dimensionality of the system – electrons can hope (tunnel) between two layers, which significantly

modifies homotopy of trajectories and this can be precisely accounted for in cyclotron braid model with full

agreement with experiment.

An inter-layer hopping of electrons in bilayer graphene causes the ’rounding’ of Dirac cones (local bands

in vicinity of Dirac points becomes in bilayer graphene again parabolic ones and the Landau spectrum

attains the form ∼
√
n(n− 1) [77], whereas in monolayer graphene the local bands were pseudo-relativistic,

locally linear in momentum, with the Landau spectrum ∼
√
n [76], n – number of the oscillatory Landau

state). From point of view of trajectory homotopy, the bilayer structure opens the possibility for escape of

20If dynamics does not modify the homotopy – exceptionally, the perpendicular to basal plane magnetic field does not break
cylindrical symmetry, thus, does not prefer and direction on the plane and may modify the homotopy by changing cyclotron
orbit area, despite its detailed shape (not circular in interacting system). Nevertheless, other fields including electrical type
crystal field, do not modify homotopy of trajectories.
21In conventional 2DEG GaAs, LL energy grows with n index as ~ωB(n+ 1/2) (as in 2D gas), but in monolayer graphene as

~ω′
√
n, ω′ = 2vF /lB [76], and in bilayer graphene as ~ωB

√
n(n− 1) [77].
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Fig. 6: Derived braid group hierarchy in monolayer graphene for n = 1 subbands [2, 6] with 1-1 agreement

with the experimental observations (upper panels) [34]

one or more loops from one layer to opposite one (note that topology changes just due to new possibilities,

not precluding others). If we deal e.g., with three-loop trajectory then the escape may realize 2 − 1 or
(equivalently) 1 − 2 distribution of loops among layers – in both cases only 2 loops (and not all 3, as it
was in monolayer) share the common flux of the external magnetic field, because the third loop in opposite

layer has its own surface there. This causes that FQHE at ν = 1/3, which was observed in monolayer Hall

system, in the bilayer shifts to ν = 1/2 (to the filling rate where in the monolayer was Hall metal) – and

this phenomenon has been observed in the experiment [35]. This effect is not achievable in CF model (it

needs loop manipulation among layers, and some proposed idea of division of attached flux quanta among

layer is not consistent with the concept of CFs as quasiparticles [40]).

-5/2

-4/3

-5/4

-3/2
-7/9

-3/5

-1/2

-3/4

-5/7 -2/3

-5/8

Fig. 7: FQHE features observed [35] in the LLL of bilayer-graphene in suspended sample, including most

astonishing unusual FQHE filling at ν = −1/2, caused by hopping of loop from multi-loop cyclotron trajec-
tory to opposite layer (in red color the whole related to this hopping hierarchy is marked being in a very

good consistence with the experiment [2])
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Interesting that in a distinct experiment [48] (when bilayer graphene is supported by hexagonal hBN

substrate instead of being suspended in air as in [35]) the FQHE state at ν = 1/2 disappears – and here

also the braid group model offers an explanation. In bilayer graphene one encounters an additional (called

as ’accidental’) degeneracy in the LLL of states with oscillatory Landau indices n = 0 and n = 1. These two

states have in bilayer graphene the same energy, so both must belong to the LLL (it is a result of double

annihilation operator in local Hamiltonian close to Dirac points, induced by interlayer hopping [77]). Together

with spin-valley 4-fold degeneracy one arrives with 8-fold degeneracy of the LLL in bilayer graphene22.

But for n = 1 cyclotron orbits are 3 times larger than for n = 0 (at the same field B), and in the case

when the subband with n = 1 is filled earlier than the subband n = 0, the three-loop orbit will be not needed

and the hopping of a loop will not take place. The FQHE at ν = 1/2 will here disappear, which explains

the difference in observations in both experiments [2, 9, 14]. FQHE at 1/2 occurs when the subband with

n = 0 is filled first. The order of filling in inverted by a perturbation caused by the hBN substrate. Besides

the state at ν = 1/2, the braid model predicted a whole series of fillings in the LLL of bilayer graphene

coinciding with experimental features – as shown in Fig. 8 (for n = 0, 1 order of filling).
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Fig. 8: Illustration of flux leakage for single-loop trajectory in bilayer and prediction, utilizing this effect, of

all visible in experiment FQHE features [30] in bilayer-graphene for n = 2 (in two first subbands with n = 2

shown in the above figure)

The next topological oddness in bilayer is a possibility of hopping between layers of some part of a single-

loop orbit [2, 8], cf. Fig. 7 – then the commensurability requirement is not applied to any layer, because it

may happen that exchanging electrons along such a braid all time are in opposite layers. Then a dimension

of a loop different than the corresponding to a nominal Landau index n is admissible (as shown in Fig.

7). Such a situation can be described as an effective leakage of flux, quantum by quantum. A complete

analysis of such flux leakage gives simultaneous fitting of ca. 30 observed various features at n = 2 in bilayer

graphene, when the interlayer leakage of flux is especially important [2] (Fig. 8). This perfect consistence

with the experiment supports strongly the topological model23. We propose also the development of this

22The LLL is symmetrically divided between valence and conduction bands in graphene and by a lateral voltage one can shift
the Fermi level between band holes and electrons, which provides a significant advantage over conventional GaAs Hall system.
23Worth mentioning is the related discussion of the author with the experimental group of prof. D. Goldhaber-Gordon [30] by
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experiment toward observation of FQHE in three-layer graphene where the trajectory homotopy will be still

different but possible to be predicted upon the braid model.

2.10 Experimental verification of the braid model in bilayer graphene, the decisive
experiment

The proposed by the author experiment with blockade of the interlayer hopping in bilayer graphene by ap-

plication of a vertical voltage has been already performed with a different intention [79], but this experiment

has confirmed forecasting of the proposed braid model. By partial blockade of interlayer hopping of elec-

trons (in one direction) by a vertical voltage, the hopping of a trajectory is completely blocked. Trajectory

hopping requires electron hopping in both directions (the trajectory must return because is closed), thus, an

appropriate vertical electric field completely blocks interlayer trajectory hopping. In this way one can restore

the monolayer topology in the bilayer system. This is a control over the homotopy by an external factor

– the vertical voltage. One can remove by the vertical voltage all rich FQHE features in bilayer graphene

induced by trajectory hopping. This has been observed in the experiment [79] (Fig. 9). This experimental

demonstration of the topology change by simple application of the electrical field is a unique situation in

correlated multiparticle systems.

1/21/3

3/5

Fig. 9: By application of a vertical field which blocks the interlayer trajectory hopping one can change the

trajectory homotopy from the specific to bilayer system to different one typical for monolayer graphene [2,8]

– the experiment after [79], the state in 1/3 instead of 1/2 appears at larger voltage

The author proposes further development of this experiment [2,8] (addressed to groups of Maher, Dean

and of Goldhaber-Gordon – is upon a discussion now) for bilayer graphene Hall samples with so-called ’open

face’ (i.e. with cut a window in upper layer of hBN for samples of bilayer graphene embedded in hBN). On

such samples it has been obtained the most advanced observations of FQHE in bilayer graphene [30] (up

to eight subband – which is the record score in whole Hall physics and follows from advances in sample

preparation [30]). All the complicated and unusual observations of FQHE for n = 2 subbands have been

explained by the braid model with inclusion of trajectory hopping, as described above. By the blockade of

this hopping this rich FQHE behavior should be washed out. The ’open face’ complicates, however fixing

of the upper electrode defining the vertical voltage. It is a technical problem solely, moreover we discuss

now with the mentioned experimental groups the feasibility for location of the upper electrode on the rim of

the cut windows, because the homogeneity of the electric field produced by this electrode is not especially

important. We expect that all visible features connected with described above leakage of the magnetic field

the occasion of the author action as the Referee of this publication in Nature Physics – this discussion is also published there
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flux should disappear upon sufficiently strong voltage (of few V) and should be substituted by a different

hierarchy typical for a monolayer Hall system for LL with n = 2, i.e., with filling fractions with denominator

5.

2.11 Generalization of the Bohr-Sommerfeld rule – mathematical rigorous
verification of the braid model

The next our result [1] (it seems, with more fundamental significance exceeding the Hall system physics)

is the generalization of quasiclassical Bohr-Sommerfeld rule onto the case of multiply connected space. The

Bohr-Sommerfeld (B-S) rule refers quasiclassically to the case of 1D classical phase space (phase trajectory)

in arbitrary shape 1D well with turning points on both barriers of the well24. One can apply the B-S rule to

a pair of components of kinematic momentum of a charged particle in 2D in the presence of perpendicular

magnetic field B, when these components do not commute because of the field presence (e.g., taken in Landau

gauge, A = (0, Bx, 0)) and this kinematic momentum components, P̂x = −i~∇x, P̂y = −i~∇y−eBx, create
a pair of canonically conjugated variables, which can be treated as generalized position and momentum. Their

1D phase space in terms of kinematic momentum is 2D and corresponds to rotated by π/2 real position 2D

space, which follows from also quasiclassical Lorentz force formula, dP = −edr×B. The latter space can be
in general multiply connected and indeed is such a space for multi-particle systems on a plane. In multiply

connected space there are admissible (and sometimes obligatory) multiloop trajectories nonhomotopic with

single-loop ones. Loops may occur only by one on the one-way traverse path between turning points and

these loops can be counted by k = 1, 2, . . . , thus on the total closed phase-space cycle we have jointly 2k+1

loops.

The B-S integral for components of the kinematic momentum on the plane in the presence of magnetic

field defines the size of the flux quantum of this field – it is 2k + 1 times larger for k loops on a single

one-way branch between turning points. This flux quantum has thus a larger surface at the same magnetic

field than for loop-less one-way branch – this flux defines the size of multiloop cyclotron orbit. The sketched

here derivation proves the size-increase of multiloop braids in 2D, which is utilized in commensurability

analysis in the situation when single-loop braids are too short. The described above change of the size of

flux quantum in multiply connected configuration space for 2D electrons in magnetic field is the reason of

FQHE.

The generalization of the B-S rule [1] may have the significance not only for braid formalism but in all

problems where the flux quantum is considered. For example, one could expect a fractional Josephson effect

for a flux quantum for Cooper pairs, (2k+1) h2e in multiply connected space instead of
h
2e in simply connected

space. Unfortunately the odd homotopy is induced by the quantized magnetic field and its strength exceeds

the critical field destroying superconductivity (perhaps fractional quantization by nonmagnetic Berry field

might be here helpful).

Let us emphasize that the B-S rule and its application to quantization of the field flux is independent of

interaction (as quasiclassical approach is not perturbative in interaction), thus holds at arbitrary strongly

interacting systems. Hence, the B-S rule together with the topological its generalization to multiply connected

space may be applied to strongly interacting electrons which are responsible for FQHE-state creation.

24Quantum penetration into finite height wall causes 1/2 shift in the standard B-S rule.
∮
pdx = (n + 12 )h; the shift 1/2 is

unimportant for topology question (for infinite vertical barriers 1/2 disappears).
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2.12 Feynman path integral for kinetic nonstationary state and theoretical
reproducing of the Rxx versus filling factor in the LLL (GaAs)

The next author result in the scientific achievement is an original development of the Feynman path in-

tegral [65, 66] onto situation of kinetic nonstationary quantum effect [1], when to the propagator must be

included all trajectories corresponding to distinct allowed commensurability configurations at the same fil-

ling rate. Various commensurability patters give different energies, but for a nonstationary state all energies

must be included as the energy is not defined in such a quantum state. We have noticed that the number of

different commensurability patterns at the same filling rate strongly depends on the filling rate ν. To diffe-

rent commensurability configurations at the same ν correspond distinct cyclotron braid subgroups defining

distinct homotopy phases with distinct energies of correlated states. The lower energy defines the ground

state. If an experiment is of kinetic type (e.g., the measurement of Rxx), then the corresponding quantum

state should be characterized by Feynman integral including summation also over all admissible homotopy

phases with various energies (as the energy is not determined in such state). Taking into account all possible

commensurability configurations we performed a numerical simulation of relative value of Feynman path

integral with varying ν. As the conductivity is proportional to the propagator, we found Rxx(ν) (inverted

propagator). Surprisingly the numerically calculated curve appears to fit with the experimentally measured

Rxx(ν) for GaAs in the LLL [1], cf. Fig. 4. This is for first time derivation of the longitudinal resistivity in

Hall system. This result supports the braid model.
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Fig. 10: Reproduction of Rxx(ν) in LLL (GaAs) by means of the generalized Feynman path integral for a

nonstationary state [1], the theoretical curve – red, the experimental curve – blue

We noticed that on the curve Rxx(ν) for enigmatic states, i.e., the states for which are not admissible

braid correlations with x = 1, Rxx does not reach zero in contrary to states defined by correlations with

x = 1 (it is noticeable also a connection between the value of the depth of local minima of Rxx with the

value of x) [1, 33]. It means that for such ν there is lower number of various admissible homotopy classes

than for other ν with x = 1. Remembering that x > 1 indicates correlations of next-nearest neighbors for

q− 1 first loops of q-loop trajectory (the last loop is controlled by y  x in the general braid hierarchy) one
can conclude that the absence of correlation of nearest neighbors results in the residual resistance.

2.13 Quantum simulation Monte-Carlo, novel visualization of correlation and
symmetry for FQHE states

To the scientific achievement are included also our quantum simulations by Metropolis Monte-Carlo (MMC)

method [69,70] developed for trial wave functions defined for particular cyclotron subgroup homotopy pha-
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ses. These wave functions are uniquely defined by the cyclotron braid subgroup generators in the LLL and

their 1DURs (taking into account that any wave function for interacting system in the LLL must be holo-

morphic one [52]). The calculated by MMC method mean values of the energy very well agree with exact

diagonalization of interaction in small systems and with measured activation energies (the activation energy

is refined form the temperature dependence of resistivity drawn in the Arrhenius scale).

Fig. 11: Exemplary portrait of correlations (Pauli crystal) for ν = 1/3 i ν = 4/11 (enigmatic) calculated

by specifically developed method of Metropolis Monte-Carlo-type simulation for braid group trial wave

functions [13] – correlations of next nearest neighbors for ν = 4/11 are noticeable

In the achievement it is presented numerical analysis (performed together with PhD student Patrycja

Łydżba, the author is co-promotor of her thesis) for correlated states at various filling rates from FQHE

hierarchy derived by the cyclotron braid group approach. The numerical simulations are done for relatively

large number of electrons (up to 103) in geometry of circular plaquette (a continuation to the thermodynamic

limit has been done similarly as in [69]). The correlations were also graphically visualized by determination

of most probable positioning of particles in several-electron planar clusters. The virtual n-particle clusters

(in analogy to detailed equilibrium in thermodynamics) were identified by quantum MMC-type simulation

– determination of the most probable position of n-th electron, according to the trial multiparticle wave

function, provided fixed positions of remaining n−1 electrons in the cluster. The latter have been found earlier
by the same method for n− 1-particle cluster. The similar to inverted mathematical induction applied to n-
particle cluster allow for determination of ’detailed distribution’ of particles, being the portrait of correlations

in the system [13]. These pictures found by us via development of the MMC method together with numerical

annealing algorithm visualize the so-called Pauli virtual crystal. The correlation pictures reveal multiparticle

symmetries characteristic to any state from the FQHE hierarchy. For comparison we analyzed also trial wave

functions used in the CF model and obtained by a projection of wave functions from higher LLs onto the

LLL in order to get a holomorphic function obligatory needed in LLL form non-holomorphic functions in

higher LLs. The ’manual’ method of removal poles is not uniquely defined and the projection onto LLL plays

a role of variational procedure to optimize energy, but perturbs the symmetry in an uncontrolled manner.

These perturbations are noticeable in the Pauli crystal-like portraits of correlations. In the method of braid
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group we avoid these perturbations, and the symmetry of wave functions is uniquely defined by 1DURs

of appropriate cyclotron braid subgroup generators together with decomposition of electrons into subsets

nearest and next-nearest neighbors of various order defined in the general braid hierarchy for FQHE (in the

LLL). The latter leads to unique form of the corresponding trial wave functions (similar to those determined

earlier by Halperin [51]) and already holomorphic without a need of any projection onto the LLL.

2.14 Homotopy conditioning of IQHE, the role of interaction in IQHE

Considered by us cyclotron commensurability concerns rather surface-area of orbits than their radii. This

commensurability bases on its archetype for IQHE – when the size (surface-area) of a cyclotron orbit equals

to heB , i.e., it corresponds to a flux quantum
h
e , and this surface-area is exactly equaled to

S
N , where S is the

sample surface and N is the number of electrons in the system (because for ν = 1, N = N0 = BSeh ). From the

latter condition it follows that the cyclotron orbits cannot be circular and cover the S surface, because it is

impossible. Thus it is pointless to define cyclotron radius, but instead one must consider commensurability

in terms of surfaces. The condition for IQHE, SN =
S
N0
= h
eB , is thus a fundamental pattern for all more

complicated commensurabilities for interacting electrons.

Hence, one can notice that the IQHE state is also a correlated multiparticle state conditioned by the

interaction as all FQHE states. The interaction is necessary to rigidly fix interparticle spacing obligatory

needed for any commensurability and correlations. It is in opposition to popular in the literature opinion

that IQHE is a single particle effect and can be understood only in single particle terms. This popular

terminology ’single-particle’ is linked with the fact that if the Jastrow polynomial transforms into the

Vandermonde polynomial in the Laughlin function at transition from FQHE state into IQHE state, then

the true wave function for correlated, strongly interacting system as is IQHE state has formally the same

form as for non-interacting gas of 2D electrons. This coincidence is the result of the cyclotron braid group

symmetry and its 1DUR for ν = 1 in the interacting system, and on the other hand the same braid group

(not cyclotron one, however, as not resulted from any commensurability in gas) – sole braid group available

in gas (cyclotron braids subgroups cannot be defined in the gas). The Hamiltonians of both different system,

with and without interaction are, however, different, which results in distinct energies for the same-looking

wave function. For the gas this energy is zero counted from the zeroth Landau level but in the interacting

system the energy is negative in the same scale, caused by the sum of energy of jellium-jellium, jellium-

electron, electron-electron interactions (form our MMC simulations we estimated this energy as −0.58 e2

4πε0εlB
per particle and surface unit l2B [8]). The same has been observed by Haldane and expressed in terms of so-

called pseudopotential of interaction in Hall system – matrix elements of interaction in the basis of angular

momenta of interacting electron pair [52]).

In gas the commensurability loses its sense because distance between particles can be arbitrary small or

large (in thermodynamical limit) and none constraints are imposed on the pure braid group. The resulting

fermions, bosons or anyons are, however, not correlated. The complete filling of the LLL does not mean

IQHE – the latter is the correlated state. Even though it is possible to completely fill the LLL with the

electron gas, similarly as higher LLs – these states are not correlated and are frequently observed in many

systems (metals, semiconductors) at magnetic field, when interaction is small, i.e., the correlations induced

by this interaction is washed out by a temperature chaos. The correlated states in 2D occur at ultra-small

temperature and for n ¬ 2 as for higher n the lowering with n correlation energy is dominated by the
thermal chaos, kT . All FQHE states as well as IQHE state are correlated and therefore so much fragile.

Filling od LLs including LLL can take place at larger temperatures as well, but do not correspond then to

IQHE.
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The correlated FQHE and IQHE states are not quantum phases with any local order parameter (linked

with the mass operator [73]), they are collective strongly correlated states of the whole system with corre-

lations imposed by cyclotron braid subgroup commensurability. These states can be called as homotophy

phases and they define a specific class of quantum phases without any order parameter. The quantum phase

transition between these homotopy phases can undergo at T=0 due to step-wise change of the commensu-

rability patterns induced by the magnetic field shift and resulting in different energies.

One can notice that the concept of the cyclotron braid commensurability with interacting electron

distribution is universal. Despite different microscopic material realizations the resulted hierarchy of fillings

is the same in GaAs or graphene and even in fractional topological Chern insulator [37, 38]. In the latter

case, in continuation of the Haldane model [49], one deals with integral or fractional Hall-type effects

though without uniform magnetic field and without Landau levels. Quantum Hall effects in these materials

correspond to commensurability of electron distribution with different than cyclotron orbits. The role of

cyclotron orbits is taken here by Berry phase orbits [80] corresponding to traversing of the unite cell. Triple-

loop enhances the orbit size which fits to 1/3 electron filling counted per the lattice node – and this is

observed in numerical experiments [37,38].

2.15 Phase diagram for competition of superfluidity of indirect excitons and
IQHE-reentrant in twin Hall systems with insulating barrier and for
complementary filling of layers

An employment of described above observations and developed methods in Hall systems (and the possibi-

lity of calculation of quantum mean energy of interaction for large number of electrons by MMC method)

has been demonstrated in the following author papers [3, 4] for analysis of intensively currently studied

new experimental configuration of Hall systems [81–83], namely of a pair of parallel Hall systems separated

by an insulating barrier thick enough to prevent interlayer tunneling of electrons but allowing still strong

Coulomb interaction across the barrier. For Hall GaAs such systems there are applied insulating barriers

GaAlAs with thickness d > 1.4lB, where lB =
√

~
eB is the magnetic length (for B = 10T lB equals to ca.

10 nm) and for graphene Hall layers the insulating layer is hBN layer (hexagonal boron nitride) with better

insulating properties than GaAlAs and blocking of electron tunneling even for d ∼ 0.5lB (both insulators
are accommodated in crystalline structure to materials of Hall systems to avoid disorder). Advances in

preparation of multilayer graphene hetero-structures (especially with bilayer graphene as Hall layers) consi-

derably accelerates the related experiment in 2016−2017 [82,83]. The goal of these experiments is especially
ambitious, because assumes and the system actually realizes superfluid condensate of excitons (longly sear-

ched in whole condensed matter) [84]. The superfluid of Bose-Einstein condensate forms of pairs of Landau

electrons and holes from reciprocal Hall layers and occupying complementary filled layers, νtop + νbot = 1,

i.e., of electrons(holes) and holes(electrons) oppositely located in top and bottom layers.

The phenomenon of superfluidity of separated oppositely charged carriers paired across the insulating

layer (and thus creating a stable exciton) is intriguing and has been observed experimentally via (drag)

of interlayer coupled carriers and via so-called (counterflow), the latter considered as an experimental evi-

dence of superfluidity of exciton condensate. We have originally applied and developed a two-component

Bogolubov-type model [4] for superfluid excitons. In comparison to previous models we have proposed the

modification – the two component exciton system (in former papers it has been developed only the single-

component model being a direct continuation of hypothetical previously studied (unstable) exciton systems

in a single layer, when the exciton polarization has been not important and not defined [85,86]). If, however,

both layers are spatially separated, the polarization of indirect-interlayer excitons, (±) or (∓), starts to be
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important and, in our opinion [3,4], plays a crucial role for stability of the superfluid condensate. Accounting

for of the exciton polarization made the model more realistic. In the conventional Bogolubov model it is

seen that the superfluidity requires repulsion of bosons in the condensate. Excitons are not indeed bosons,

because are created by pairs of fermions in exclusively single states. Nevertheless, the Bose-Einstein conden-

sation is available here because all Landau electrons and holes (and thus excitons) have the same energy by

virtue of massive degeneracy of Landau levels [85] – these excitons create Bose-Einstein condensate which is

superfluid provided that excitons repulse themselves. Just this repulsion is linked with exciton polarization

and their distribution which we propose in our paper [3, 4]. In our model we originally propose a specific

structure of complementary in both layer alternately ordered stripes (accommodated to opposite polariza-

tion of both components of the system) defined in the k space (where k enumerates states of electrons and

holes in Landau subbands, at Landau gauge of magnetic field); we show that the eventual stripe structure

is gauge independent and assures an optimal repulsion of excitons and stability of both superfluid phases

in the twin Hall system. With this ordering and the superfluid coherence competes, however, the homotopy

correlated IQHE-reentrant state, which we originally proposed. This quantum integer Hall ordering also re-

quires striping as nominal filling of both layers is fractional. This striping is optimized in a different manner

than k striping due to different energy gain in correlated phase versus coherent superfluid phase. The former

we accounted by application of the MMC numerical simulation [69] for estimation of the mean value of

energy according IQH-reentrant multiparticle wave function in striped structure25. The stripe structure is

here essential both for IQH-reentrant phase (as it occurs at fractional fillings in both layers – thus may be

only of reentrant type due to striping with stripes filled up to local ν = 1) and for exciton superfluid phase

because of required k striping assuring repulsion of excitons and in both polarized exciton components.
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Fig. 12: Exemplary phase diagrams for competition of superfluid Bose-Einstein condensate of indirect exci-

tons and IQHE-reentrant for experimental configurations counterflow (fourth panel) and drag (second panel);

third panel – hyperplanes of energies of competing phases in drag configuration, first panel – schematic view

on bilayer-graphene/hBN/bilayer-graphene setup [3, 4]

In the paper [4] author presented quantum simulation of MMC type of a complex twin Hall system with

two 2D layers separated by an insulating barrier thin enough to allow for coupling of holes and electrons

from opposite Hall layers and for the creation of indirect excitons at complementary filling of both layers,

νtop+νbot = 1 (subscript top(bot) refers to top(bottom) layer). The model founds a link to the experimentally

demonstrated [82, 83] competition of superfluidity of Bose-Einstein condensate of indirect excitons and of

IQHE in b-graphene/hBN/b-graphene (and formerly in GaAs/GaAlAs/GaAs described earlier in the series

of mostly by Eisenstein papers listed in [3, 4]). The theory was not completed previously, especially with

respect to a phase diagram of these systems. We have filled this gap and have provided the model for

25The method utilizes a random walk in the multiparticle configuration space with positive feedback guaranteeing probability
enhancement according to the wave function. The resulting distribution of particles after ca. 108 steps of a walk, gives the
’detailed distribution’ allowing the energy assessment. Averaging over the large number of detailed distributions (of order of
108) defines the searched quantum mean value of energy with very high accuracy.
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competition of various phases – superfluidity of excitons and IQHE taking advantage of our original concept

of striping resulting in the phase diagram [3,4]. Except of the idea of striping in the system we proposed also

a generalization of former model of superfluidity of indirect excitons toward two component (distinguished

with polarization) Bogolubov model of superfluid excitons. Two component model fit conveniently with our

concept of striping and occurs optimal for coupling of electron(hole) with reciprocal hole(electron) but in

specially accommodated Landau states one in front of another across the barrier. We have performed a

complex simulation MMC of the total system which resulted in phase diagrams for competition of both

correlated phases versus imbalanced complementary layer fillings and the barrier thickness (as for example

is illustrated in Fig. 12) The phase diagrams we found in two distinct experimental configurations [87]:

counterflow and drag. These diagrams, for the first time found theoretically, appears to be consistent with

experimental observations in GaAs/GaAlAs/GaAs and in b-graphene/hBN/b-graphene. Agreement is even

quantitative with respect to position and shape of transition curves and with respect to the activation

energy of particular phases. In GaAs/GaAlAs/GaAs we explained and removed the former two-order-large

discrepancy between the experimental value of the activation energy and its former estimation without

taking into account of the FQHE-reentrant phase. We have also explained [4] two puzzling experimental

observations from 2017 in b-graphene/hBN/b-graphene:

1. An absence of a counterflow signal, i.e., disappearance of superfluidity in states in b-graphene LLL with

n = 1, despite superfluidity presence (and counterflow presence) in states with n = 0 or n = 2 [82].

We found [4] the reason of it in four-fold lower repulsion of electrons(holes) in stripes for n = 1 in

comparison to n = 0 or n = 2 (for n = 1 disappears a central peak in local density due to first Hermite

polynomial in this level in contrary to second and zeroth Hermite polynomials; it is visible at any

gauge). For lower repulsion the stability of superfluid of excitons falls down (according to Bogolubov

model, we applied) which is observed in the experiment [83] via disappearance of counterflow signal

for n = 1.

2. The second puzzling effect is the absence of the Hall response in drag configuration of the total

system filled with valence band holes with filling scheme
(
νtop = −12 , νbot = −

1
2

)
in b-graphene/hBN/b-

graphene, despite sharply visible such a response at mirrorous filling in conduction band
(
1
2 ,
1
2

)
in

the same sample (filling is controlled by a lateral voltage). In our stripe model such an behavior

is understandable via oddness of stripes with band holes and simultaneously Landau holes being in

fact empty jellium stripes completely Hall passive in contrary to electron mirrorous stripes [4]. This

(including further details presented in [4]) well agrees with the experiment [82,83] and is also confirmed

by a return of Hall response if valence-band holes acquire additional degrees of freedom (as at e.g.,

filling of b-graphene/hBN/b-graphene
(
−32 ,−

1
2

)
with νtotal = νbot + νtop = −2).

Moreover, in the paper [3] it has been solved a problem from pioneering observation of odd FQHE in

GaAs bilayer Hall system but with interlayer tunneling of electrons admitted. In the experiment [88,89] has

been observed FQHE states at unexpected fillings 1/4 and 1/2 of both layers, which was not explained by

a conventional theory. However, the application of a homotopy braid model occurs helpful in identification

of all observed FQHE details in the bilayer system [3]. This contributes a long discussion on synergy and

competition between tunneling and interaction across a barrier in Hall bilayer in organization of correlated

quantum states.

Comparison of two-layer Hall system configurations: 1) bilayer system with hopping of electrons betwe-

en layers (like bilayer-graphene), 2) twin 2D layer Hall systems with insulating barrier between blocking

tunneling of electrons, reveals a different physics in both cases, as described by the author in presented
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achievement. The 1) case is described by the homotopy model of bilayer with characteristic FQHE hierarchy

different than in monolayer – the hallmark here is the FQHE state at ν = 1/2 for whole system (i.e., 1/4 per

layer)26. For 2) one can encounter superfluidity for 1/2 filling of each layers (or other complementary filling),

which may compete (depending of barrier thickness) with IQHE-reentrant – this is, however, not the same

as filling of 1) type bilayer 1/2 per layer (the latter would give for total bilayer ν = 1 and ordinary IQHE in

it, which is not observed in 2)). It is interesting to note that since 90. there are not well understood as of

yet pioneering experiments with bilayer of GaAs [88, 89] mixing 1) and 2) situations. Developed upon the

achievement theories addressed to 1) and to 2) as described above, allow to re-discuss these experiments [3]

(it is currently developed by the author in collaboration and discussion with Z. Papic and A. MacDonald

and F. Peeters).

2.16 Summary

The model of quantum homotopy phases developed and demonstrated in applications, seems to contribute

to the theory and current understanding of the Hall physics. This model:

• is mathematically rigorous – exploits the well developed in algebraic topology formalism of homotopy π1
group, in particular of braid groups, and cyclotron braid subgroups originally defined via introduction

of a commensurability notion to the braid group structure,

• defines quantum hierarchy for FQHE on the basis of Feynman path integral for multiparticle interacting
systems in 2D manifold with especially rich braid group including cyclotron braid subgroups,

• is universal, can be applied to the LLL and also to higher LLs in conventional 2DEG GaAs upon
a magnetic field as well as to graphene monolayer and bilayer in magnetic field or even to fractional

topological Chern insulators with magnetic field substituted by the Berry field (without LLs and filling

fraction counted per elementary cell)

• defines a complete FQHE hierarchy, Hall metal hierarchy and hierarchy of paired states in consistence
with available at present experimental data (ca. 150 features of hierarchy in 2DEG GaAs and in

graphene),

• explains a controversial anomalous FQHE in bilayer graphene,

• explains the physical foundation of states beyond a conventional CF hierarchy in the LLL (called in
the literature as enigmatic states and observed in 2DEG GaAs),

• elucidates the phenomenological model of CFs and precisely defines the range of its applicability;
elucidates the structure of multicomponent Halperin states via braid correlations of various orders

next-nearest neighbor subsets of electrons,

• provides a rigorous method for definition of trial wave functions and precisely determines their sym-
metry in terms of 1DURs of cyclotron braid subgroups (in contrary to projection from higher LLs onto

the LLL in the model of CFs, perturbing the symmetry in an uncontrolled manner),

• provides states (trial wave functions) for fillings from hierarchy with very good consistence of energies
with exact diagonalization of small models and with activation energies experimentally observed,

26Let us notice that if one considers the bilayer of conventional semiconductor Hall 2DEG (GaAs) layers then the state at
ν = 1/2 must realize as FQHE because in GaAs we have not the n = 1 state in the LLL subband in contrary to bilayer graphene
allowing in b-graphene to dismiss 1/2 FQHE state when is filled first n = 1 subband before n = 0 subband.
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• allows for a development of the Feynman integral for various configurations of cyclotron commensu-
rability with particle separation including multi-loop orbits and for nonstationary case for the path

integral including homotopy patterns with various energies,

• reproduces, for the first time, the experimental complicated curve Rxx(ν) for the LLL (GaAs),

• defines the generalization of Bohr-Sommerfeld rule for multiply connected spaces, which allows for
identification (independently of interaction) of generalized magnetic field flux quantum in a multiply

connected space (different than he correct in the simply connected space),

• allows for quantitative description of IQHE-reentrant and finding, for the first time, of the phase
diagram for competition of superfluidity of excitons and IQHE-reentrant in twin Hall systems with

insulating barrier, in good quantitative consistence with experiment in GaAs/GaAlAs/GaAs and in

b-graphene/hBN/b-graphene,

• allow for understanding of synergy and competition of interlayer tunneling and interaction in bilayer
Hall systems

• allows for a visualization of braid correlations in FQHE states (via Pauli virtual crystal).

From the above listed range of presented topological model and of its applications one can notice its utility

for better insight into conditioning of FQHE and for explanation or formerly applied models of CFs and of

Halperin multicomponent functions. Strongly convincing is a very good consistence with experiment with

regard of all known at present FQHE hierarchy details in various materials. Especially supporting is the

explanation of the anomalous FQHE in bilayer graphene (of all observed ca. 30 features up to eight LL

subband and being completely out of reach for CF model) and the original reproducing of longitudinal

resistivity versus filling fraction in the LLL GaAs via generalization of the Feynman path integral onto

non-stationary case. Important is also invoking in the developed model to rigorous mathematical results,

with emphasizing here of the decisive character of the generalization of Bohr-Sommerfeld rule for multiply

connected spaces, the formalism of cyclotron subgroups and their representations and, on the other hand,

invoking to also decisive experiment demonstrating the specific to braid theory change of the homotopy

from bilayer to monolayer one by blockade of interlayer hopping of electrons in bilayer graphene or in GaAs

bilayer.

The proposed homotopy cyclotron braid model successfully explains all details of FQHE hierarchy expe-

rimentally noticed so far. It is especially important with regard to recent observations of controversial FQHE

features in graphene monolayer and bilayer and in higher LLs in all Hall materials, where the conventional

models are insufficient. The new approach unravels also the essence of the heuristic CF model as limited to

only nearest neighbor commensurabilities (i.e., the limit x = 1 in the commensurability condition as descri-

bed above) and identifies situations when CF are not applicable (as for single-loop FQHE states in higher

LLs or trajectory hopping in bilayer graphene or bilayer GaAs). It can be added that reducing of the appli-

cability range of CF model causes a conservative attitude with regard to any corrections of the conventional

CF model widely spread since over 25 years, which leads to difficulties with publication of a new theory in

journals being upon influence of CF followers27. It is, however, clear that CFs are not any quasiparticles, i.e.,

they are not electrons dressed with interaction as it was originally suggested [40], but are rather a convenient

effective illustration of additional braid loops by artificial auxiliary field flux quanta pinned to electrons (one

quantum – one loop in the cyclotron orbit). CFs are not a local result of the interaction solely but are a

27Especially in PRL where Jainendra K. Jain was EBM and Samindranath Mitra is Ed. of QHE branch, and in PRB where
Hari Dahal is Ed. of QHE branch, both followers of Jain’s CF model.
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pictorial effective representation of a nonlocal commensurability pattern, moreover, in its simplest case, in

more complicated ones the CF picture is, however, irrelevant. In 2D Hall systems the interaction does not

play the role of a local ’quasiparticle dress’. Recently, the new FQHE topology-based nonlocal theory causes

a growing interest of specialists, e.g., of A. MacDonald, Z. Papic, D. Goldhaber-Gordon, D. Haldane, F.

Peeters.

The braid group homotopy model explains the inapplicability of CFs in higher LLs and their incon-

sistence with experiment in bilayer graphene. The cyclotron braid model recognized the role of electron

interaction generating correlations but upon the specific homotopy-type patterns of quantization in planar

multiply connected system, which determines various homotopy phases at various filling rates by cyclotron

commensurability in 2D. This is not a local phenomenon like dressing of bare electrons with interaction,

the concept of Landau-type quasiparticle is here not applicable28. The Feynman path formulation for many

particle systems clarifies a two-fold channel of interaction entrance – via the commensurability of trajectories

possible only provided the interaction is present, and via Lagrangian in the action. Both channels of interac-

tion entrance are also involved in the exact diagonalization of small models, though in an implicit manner

(the commensurability enters the exact diagonalization via rigidly kept particle number, sample surface and

magnetic field value). This implicit character causes some misleading opinion that the differences of FQHE

hierarchy in higher LLs or in graphene are induced by single-particle Landau wave function shapes varying

with changing of Landau index n and reproducing microscopic material specifics (like in graphene). This

is not true – the FQHE hierarchy is universally conditioned by homotopy constraints and not by dynamic

details, the latter (including shapes of single-particle states) decide only on values of activation energies

for particular filling rates selected, however, by the topological commensurability condition for repulsing

charged particles in 2D upon perpendicular magnetic field.

The cyclotron braid model defines the FQHE hierarchy more completely than the CF or Halperin models

and does not use any artificial phenomenological assumptions, but rather explains an essence of auxiliary

elements in other models. The advantage of the braid model is its rigorous mathematical formulation and

a full agreement with experiment in all materials revealing QFHE-type correlations. The model has been

verified by decisive experiment in bilayer graphene with changing the homotopy by vertical voltage and is

essentially supported by an accurate and formal generalization of Bohr-Sommerfeld rule in multiply con-

nected spaces, which defines the related magnetic field flux quantum (different than he , being correct in

simply connected space). Author publications included to the scientific achievement cycle [1–16] describe

step-by-step the construction of the final homotopy cyclotron braid model formulation and its applications,

the most advanced and essential publications are [1–5,7, 9].

Listing of most important results with reference to publications included to the presented

scientific achievement:

1. generalization of Bohr-Sommerfeld rule for the case of multiply connected space [1]

2. introduction of cyclotron commensurability to the structure of the braid group [2, 8, 16]

3. determination of the general form for magnetic field flux quantum in multiply connected space with

nontrivial cyclotron braid subgroup [1]

4. introduction of the notion of the homotopy phase describing correlations in 2D and of the homotopy

quantum phase transition [1, 2, 7]

5. generalization of the Feynman path integral for different homotopy phases [9, 12,16]

6. derivation of the complete FQHE hierarchy in the LLL (GaAs) consistent with experiments including

28For example, in 3D FQHE is not observable despite the interaction.
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enigmatic hierarchy elements [5, 8, 14,15]

7. definition of trial wave functions for states from identified hierarchy and estimation (MMC method)

of their energies in agreement with exact diagonalization of small models and measured activation

energies [2, 8, 15]

8. providing of explanation of the essence of CF model and precise identification of limits of its applica-

bility [1, 2, 16]

9. introduction, for the first time, of a new class of FQHE states (single-loop ones) in higher LLs [11]

10. illustration of symmetry perturbations in due of projection onto the LLL in CF model; introduction

of homotopy correlation portrait by the Pauli virtual crystal [13]

11. clarification of the reason for universal manifestations in various materials of FQHE hierarchy (GaAs,

graphene, fractional topological Chern insulator) [1, 2, 5, 8]

12. identification and explanation of the reason of high mobility requirement for organization of FQHE [10]

13. derivation of general Hall metal hierarchy and of paired states (GaAs, graphene, in the LLL and in

higher LLs) [2, 5, 7, 13,15]

14. explanation of unconventional FQHE hierarchy observed in graphene monolayer n = 1 [5,6, 14]

15. explanation of anomalous hierarchy of FQHE in graphene bilayer, n = 0, 1, 2 [2, 6]

16. generalization of Feynman path integral onto non-stationary state and theoretical derivation, for the

first time, of the function Rxx(ν) for LLL GaAs [1]

17. introduction of two-component Bogolubov model of superfluidity of indirect excitons in complementary

filled twin Hall systems separated by dielectric barrier and of the stripe model in Landau k space [4]

18. identification (for the first time) of the phase diagram for competition of superfluidity of excitons and

IQH-reentrant state in twin Hall systems [3, 4]

19. clarifying of experimentally observed puzzling absence of counterflow response for n = 1 LLL states in

b-graphene and absence of Hall response for complementary filling (−0.5,−0.5) of b-graphene/hBN/b-
graphene [4]

20. explanation of odd FQHE states observed in 90. in of closely adjacent bilayer GaAs at fillings 1/4 and

1/2 of both layers [3]
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